
                

              

     
            

   

                         
       

                 
         

         

URL

https://jolyn.com

Test from

USA/Los Angeles  

Page Size

High

3.59 MB



Load Time

High

35.945s



Number of Requests

High

211



TTFB (time to first byte)

Good

0.168s



Fully Loaded Time

High

49.607s



Privacy  - Terms

Your results:

Core Web Vitals:

Your Website Speed Test

https://sitespeedbot.com/
https://www.wpspeedfix.com/
https://www.wpspeedfix.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/speed-test-recommendation.jpg
https://empireflippers.com/vt/?referrer=V9VDQUKVUZZYRXMG%22
https://wpspeedfix.s3.amazonaws.com/main/entire_test/screenshot/244753/9f99179049b59abe014906850967c5d2.png
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
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CRITICAL

CLS measures the unexpected layout shift that occurs during the page load. Ideally this should be under 0.1. Scores over 0.25 are considered a poor user
experience.

HIGH

We didn't detect any lazy loaded resources. Lazy loading *may* help speed up your site (not always though)

In this test we're probing for lazy load support. Lazy loading defers the load of files that sit outside the initial viewable area on your website or elements that
are "below the fold". 

This speeds up the initial load of your website as there are less files to load.  

As the visitor scrolls down the page files and other resources are loaded as the come into view. 

This optimization is particularly useful on image heavy sites, pages that are really long with a long of images and pages with a lot of embedded content like
several Youtube videos. 

It's really important that if you do decide to lazy load elements on your page you review how the page reacts on desktop, tablet and mobile to ensure lazy
loading doesn't break the render of your site of make it feel weird.

Your Load Time (aka Onload time or document complete) is over 5 which probably means the user will experience some slowness.

Hmm...your page is more than 3mb in size (although less than 5mb). It's on the large side which is going to slow you down.

FCP Timing
(Render Start)

High

7.043s


LCP Timing

(Render Mostly
Finished)

High

11.206s



Cumulative Layout
Shift (CLS) 0.03 Total Blocking Time

(TBT) 0.0s

FCP Timing (Core
Web Vitals)

Good

1.532s



LCP Timing (Core
Web Vitals)

Good

1.98s



CLS (Core Web
Vitals)

Critical

0.43



First Input Delay
(Core Web Vitals)

High

23



Time To Download On
1.6mb Internet

Connection (slow speed)
17.958s

Time To Download On
10mb Internet Connection

(moderate speed)
2.873s

Time To Download On
25mb Internet Connection

(faster speed)

Good

1.149s
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Historical Core Web Vitals:

Time to download:

Improve page performance

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
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Hmm you have some big problems here. You have somewhere between 200-300 files loading on this page.

This usually happens when the page has too many Youtube, Vimeo, Soundcloud or third party embeds or where you're using an Ad Network or third party
monetization and the provider is either out of control or something is broken. 

Lazy loading may help here but it's worth reviewing the waterfall view below in more detail to determine what the root cause is here. If you scroll down to
the bottom of the page you'll see a breakdown of the site content by file sizes, quantity and hostnames. 

Other issues we see are Facebook or Twitter widgets that are displaying the full feed in the widget. This is like loading an entirely separate website inside
yours and is horrible for speed - ideally these widgets should be removed.

Hmm, you've got 50-100 JS files loading which is too many and is going to work the visitors browser or device really hard. You need to check to make
sure they're all required.

*Sometimes* you can improve how fast your site feels by moving your Javascript from the header of your site to the footer which causes it to load later in the
loading and render process. 

Defering or loading Javascript asynchronously can also help minimize it's impact. 

A simple action step you can take is to analyze the waterfall view below and identify any software or tools you're not actively using and remove those from
the website - often marketing and analytics tools were installed years ago and are no longer in use. 

If you're using WordPress and injecting code using plugins often you can squeeze a little more speed out of your site by implementing Google Tag Manager
and using that to fire third party scripts and code.

Your Document Complete Time was over 5 seconds, the site will feel slow to visitors and needs some work.

Your First Contentful Paint (FCP) time is 3+ seconds. Your visitors will perceive your site to be slow.

The FCP time is the start of your site render, it's when the user sees something happening. With an FCP time of over 3 seconds your users are going to
perceive your site as slow. 

FCP time encompasses a number of elements and there are many ways to improve this metric including reducing DNS lookup time, reducing TTFB,
minimizing or eliminating render blocking CSS and Javascript as well as reducing the weight or filesize of elements “above the fold” on a page by doing
things like using Lazy Loading and Nextgen Image Optimization. 

In most cases your FCP time should be lower than the Fully Loaded Time, if it's not usually the culprit is excessive amounts of javascript causing high CPU
usage. 

            

Two Easy Ways To Reduce Page Size

Two simple ways to reduce the file size are to compress images with Nextgen image compression (we do probe for this, click the Nextgen image section for 
details on how to do this) and also use Lazy Loading to defer the load of images, videos and iFrames.

With lazy loading in place, images and files that sit outside the viewable area or "above the fold" are not loaded until the visitor scrolls down to that section 
of the page. This helps make the initial load of the page much lighter and faster.

Troubleshooting Excessively Large Page Sizes

Excessively large pages would be 5mb, 10mb or larger. Here you really need to first identify the root cause. Scroll down to the bottom of the report and it'll 
give you a breakdown of file sizes by type - it's an easy way to identify whether large images are your problem or something else.

The most common causes of problems here are excessively large images, for example images that are say 5000x3000 pixel resolution where the section they 
sit in on your site is 500x300 pixels, too many embeds on a page like several Youtube embeds or very heavy video backgrounds.

 
  

https://wordpress.org/plugins/rocket-lazy-load/
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=1075949&u=579859&m=74778&urllink=&afftrack=
https://www.andreaverlicchi.eu/lazyload/
javascript:void(0);
https://www.wpspeedfix.com/reduce-fix-improve-first-contentful-paint/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/terms/








HIGH

It looks like you have over 200 requests from third party sites and servers, that's usually not good (***unless they're from your own CDN)

         

You'll see the exact number under the "Number of requests for resources not on tested domain" section. 

Most often this means you're running ads or ad monetization on your site. 

Ads can significantly slow down your page load times and can definitely cause issues with site speed. 

Two of the more popular ad networks, Adthrive and MediaVine have Pagespeed friendly features which reduce the impact of ads on your load time. These
features need to be enabled. 

AdThrive 
Adthrive call this feature "Deferred Ad Loading", if you scroll down to the bottom of this article on their website you'll see more details about it. As of the
time of writing you'll need to reach out to them to have them manually enable this. 

MediaVine 
MediaVine have a setting called "Optimize Ads for Mobile Pagespeed" that can be enabled in their dashboard. More info here on their website. 

Ezoic 
Ugh Ezoic! 

Ezoic are one of the worst offenders when it comes to slowing down your site. They have an obscure configuration that usually requires you to route traffic
through their servers which then causes huge TTFB times and also really bloated HTML.  

They say this doesn't hurt site speed or SEO but it does and is bad. If you're not particularly attached to Ezoic we recommend switching to MediaVine or
AdThrive - the payouts will likely be similar without such a heavy impact on speed. 

An easy way to test the impact your ad network is having on your site speed is to temporarily disable it!  

Particularly with a provider like Ezoic, you'll see load times return to looking normal or even quite fast.

Your LCP is over 4 seconds, that's generally considered slow and a poor user experience.

LCP or Largest Contentful Paint, is a core web vitals metric that represents the time needed for the biggest part of the webpage (an image, video, etc.) to
appear in the visitor’s browser. It’s one of the most important factors when it comes to your site’s speed because it’s when the visitor perceives the page as
loaded. 

To make Google happy, your largest contentful paint timing should sit under 2.5 seconds, so the largest content on the page should be visible and ready for
interaction in no longer than 2.5 seconds. To pass Google’s Core Web Vitals Test for LCP timing, 75%+ of your visitors should get an LCP time of under 2.5
seconds. 

              

First Input Delay (FID) measures interactivity or how quickly the site responds to the first user input. Good is under 100ms, 100ms-300ms needs improvement
and 300ms+ is not great.

Potential problem, your Fully Loaded Time was over 10 seconds. That's high. You should review the waterfall view to ensure that it's just 3rd party files
making it high and not the core of the site - if the Document Complete time is low then this is usually fine.

Privacy  - Terms

https://www.adthrive.com/site-speed-seo-ads/
https://www.mediavine.com/mobile-pagespeed-setting/
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INFORMATIONAL

Great, no admin_ajax.php requests detected

Great! Your DNS resolution time is in the 0 to 50 millisecond range, nothing to do here.

You have over 10 CSS files, that's quite a few. Your site will *probably* render faster with less CSS files - using CSS combining should resolve this.

Great! Your server supports the HTTP2 protocol, nothing to do here.

We didn't detect any HTTP/2 "pushed" files, if you're optimizing to the absolute limit it might be worth looking at this.

GOOD

Next-Gen image files detected!

This page will take less than 5 seconds to download on a 25mb/second connection which would be considered a relatively fast broadband internet
connection speed.

TTFB Looks Good!

Your hosting provider is not on our slow hosts list.

Great, it took less than 50ms to connect to your site.

Your Core Web Vitals First Contentful Paint (FCP) time is under 1.8 seconds which is great!. This means in the real world your site appears quickly to your
visitors and they will perceive your site to be fast.

Yes we detected a CDN

Your Core Web Vitals average LCP is under 2.5 seconds, which is considered fast, nice work!. Users will feel like the site loads lightning fast!

Privacy  - Terms

Ideally we want our speed timings looking something like this:

-TTFB 0.1-0.2 seconds (this is where is should be in the country where the site is hosted, 0.2-0.5 internationally)
-FCP at or under 1 second
-LCP under 4 seconds but ideally as close to the LCP as possible, generally within 1 second of the LCP is fast
-load time 1.5-2.5
-fully loaded time can vary a lot depending on the third party code being used. Generally we'd expect to see it 1-2 second higher than the load time but this 
largely depends on the type of site, eg with a Woocommerce site this could easily be 3-5 seconds higher depending on the marketing code in use

Usually a higher fully loaded time is due to third party files loading - like analytics tools, marketing code and so forth. It's worth reviewing the waterfall view 
below and the breakdown of file types beneath that to see if there's an obvious areas for improvement.

When you look at the waterfall view, the longer or fatter the line the slower that file is loading. You ideally want to eliminate or fix any files that are taking 
excessively long to load.

It's worth running the test a few times to get an average and also running from multiple locations. Occasionally a location will run fast or slow or the route 
may be congested so the test result may not be 100% accurate.

Don't take this recommendation on face value, you really REALLY need to investigate and review the waterfall breakdown further below to understand 
how the site speed is really doing.

Almost all types of sites will benefit from caching. Caching prebuilds each page so when a visitor arrives that the site all the code execution, database lookups 
and other work are already done and the HTML file is ready to go.

It's worth running the test a few times to get an average and also running from multiple locations. Occasionally a location will run fast or slow or the route 
may be congested so the test result may not be 100% accurate.

Don't take this recommendation on face value, you really REALLY need to investigate and review the waterfall breakdown further below to understand 
how the site speed is really doing.

https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=1075949&u=579859&m=74778&urllink=&afftrack=
javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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GOOD

Sweet dude! No 404 Errors Detected.

WARNING

Oooh, looks like you're using Shopify - here's a few nuggets for you to dig into!

     
                       

   

The Ultimate Guide to SEO for Ecommerce                     
  

We detected a request to a HTTP (not HTTPS) resource, are you sure you tested the right URL? HTTPS is really important on the modern web for speed,
security and SEO.

When testing your site make sure you're using HTTPS in front of the web address if the site is running in HTTPS encrypted mode. If you don't do this your
speed test won't be accurate as the load time will include the time it takes to redirect from HTTP://yoursite.com to HTTPS://yoursite.com 

If you did test the correct URL an easy way to find the offending file(s) is to do a CTRL+F (find) in your browser and search for HTTP:// on this page. If the file
or resource has OCSP in it and looks a little odd that's OK, it's part of your SSL certificate verification. If it's something else then that file or resource needs to
be fixed. 

Your site should be running in HTTPS mode as it's important for speed, SEO and user security, here's a brief explanation: 

Speed 
In order to use the newer, faster HTTP2 protocol (and the upcoming HTTP3 protocol) your site needs to be running in HTTPS mode. HTTP2 is significantly
faster than the HTTP 1.1 protocol it superceded. Essentially it speeds up how quickly files are downloaded or delivered to visitors. 

SEO 
Google have publicly stated that HTTPS support is a part of their ranking algorithm. It's not a huge part BUT when it comes to SEO and Google Rankings,
every little bit helps right? Who doesn't like free traffic! 

Security and Privacy 
With HTTPS in place data transferred between your visitors and website is encrypted and can't be snooped on (in 99.99999% of cases). If you're doing any
sort of ecommerce or transactions at all including even simple things like having user's submit data through a contact form, then encryption is critically
important. 

Most modern web browsers will now show a big UNSECURE or similar message to visitors when they visit unencrypted sites and probably will increasingly
warn users about this so important you're running HTTPS so visitors aren't scared off.

This SERP analysis feature will give you basic recommendations around SEO on some fundamental SEO fields, the title tag of your page, your meta description
and your open graph image.  

These SEO fields determine how the website appears *most* of the time (sometimes Google will change it) in the search results. The title tag also tells Google
what the page is about so can heavily influence what keywords or search terms your page ranks for and how high.  

The meta description doesn't influence rankings directly BUT does tell searchers on Google what your page is about and when well written, will determine what
percentage of people who see your page in the search results will click through to your website. This percentage or metric is known as Click Through Rate
(CTR).  

We added this basic analysis field as many people using our speed test tool are ultimately chasing better search engine rankings and more website visitors. We
see again and again these SEO fields being used poorly or not at all which is frustrating to see as simply having these fields populated (even without optimizing
or fine tuning them) can make a big difference to your Google Rankings and SEO traffic.  

Privacy  - Terms

Waterfall suggestions

Search Engine Results Page (SERP) Preview & Basic SEO Analytics

The resource for you to check out: 
 

                                                                      - this is a HUGE resource on big and small tweaks you can make to your Shopify site to rank higher AND boost 
your conversion rate.

javascript:void(0);
https://speedboostr.com/?ref=wpspeedfix
https://diggitymarketing.com/ecommerce-seo/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
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Open Graph Preview Section 

Below you'll see a preview of the Open Graph Image and Tags if you have them setup on the site. OG tags are what is displayed when this page is shared on
social networks and chat tools. A custom open graph image on each page, particularly your homepage, can dramatically improve CTR (click through rate). If
nothing shows below you either don''t have these tags or our tool couldn't properly detect them.  

We recommend the app Placid which is a fantastic tool for generating high quality, high CTR Open Graph images - click here to visit Placid.app

Women's Swimsuits | Athletic Swimwear: Bikinis & One Piece …
https://jolyn.com  
Discover the best in women's athletic swimsuits at JOLYN. Find performance bikinis and
one piece swimsuits that were created for active women for competive swimming, water
polo, and more. Shop women's bathing suits today!

INFORMATIONAL

Your title tag length looks OK with 35-100 characters. Using the full length of the field will usually help improve your CTR (click through rate) so it might be
worth reviewing the title tag to see if there's more juice you can squeeze out of it!

GOOD

Great - looks like most of the words are capitalized (words starting with capitals) in your title tag or meta description. Generally speaking capitalizing the start
of each word in your title tag and meta description will help CTR.

You have one word in ALL CAPS in your meta description - GREAT! In many cases ALL CAPS in a title tag can improve CTR. You can usually get away with 2
words in ALL CAPS if it's appropriate - words like FAST, FREE, INSURED, GUARANTEED are good candidates for ALL CAPS.

OTHER

Your meta description looks too long and is probably getting cutoff.

You title doesn't have any numbers. Sometimes adding numbers to the title tag can boost CTR and very often for businesses that want phone calls, adding
the phone number to the title tag can help a great deal with increasing phone calls AND CTR.

You have one word in ALL CAPS in your title tag - GREAT! In many cases ALL CAPS in a title tag can improve CTR. You can sometimes get away with 2 words
in ALL CAPS if it's appropriate - words like FAST, FREE, INSURED, GUARANTEED are good candidates for ALL CAPS.

 Desktop  Mobile

Open Graph & Social Share Preview
The snippet and image below is how the page looks when shared on
Facebook, social networks and chat tools. A custom open graph image on
each page, particularly your homepage, can dramatically improve CTR (click
through rate). If nothing shows below you either don't have these tags or our
tool couldn't properly detect them. 

We recommend the app Placid which is a fantastic tool for generating high
quality, high CTR Open Graph images - click here to visit Placid.app

https://jolyn.com  
Women's Swimsuits | Athletic Swimwear: Bikinis & One Piece Swimsuits

Privacy  - Terms

https://placid.app/?friend=seoshop
https://placid.app/?friend=seoshop
https://jolyn.com/
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SUMMARY

Page Size: 3.59 MB

Fully Loaded Time: 49.607s

FCP Timing (Render Start): 7.043s

Last Hero Painted (Broadly - Render Above The Fold Completed): 0.0s

Number of Requests: 211

TTFB (time to first byte): 0.168s

DNS Resolution Time (aka DNS speed): 0.003s

SSL negotiation time: 0.057s

Connection Time: 0.002s

Wait time: 0.106s

Receive time: 0.107s

OTHER METRICS

OnLoad Time: 35.945s

HTTP2 protocol supported by the server?: yes

HTML Download Time (TTFB + time to download HTML): 0.275s

HTML File Size: 45.5 KB

Number of Javascript Files: 81

Number of CSS Files: 16

Number of requests for resources not on the tested domain: 200

HTTPS support: yes

Initial server response: 200

Was a CDN or Content Delivery Network Detected?: yes

Number of admin_ajax.php requests: 0

HTTP/2 Push Detected?: no

Does the Canonical SEO tag match the tested domain?: yes

Robots.txt support: yes

Does your site support Next-Gen image formats?: yes

Slow Hosting Provider?: no

Privacy  - Terms
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OTHER METRICS

Lazy loading detected?: no

First CPU Idle: 0.0s

Load Time: 35.945s

Document Complete Requests: 143

Document Complete Bytes in: 2.39 MB

LCP Timing (Render Mostly Finished): 11.206s

Cumulative Layout Shift (CLS): 0.03

Total Blocking Time (TBT): 0.0s

Time To Download On 1.6mb Internet Connection (slow speed): 17.958s

Time To Download On 10mb Internet Connection (moderate speed): 2.873s

Time To Download On 25mb Internet Connection (faster speed): 1.149s

FCP Timing (Core Web Vitals): 1.532s

LCP Timing (Core Web Vitals): 1.98s

CLS (Core Web Vitals): 0.43

First Input Delay (Core Web Vitals): 23

RESPONSE CODE RESPONSES

200  OK 201

204  No Content 4

302  Found 3

304  Not Modified 1

503  Service Unavailable 1

Name: Cloudflare, Inc.

Location: Canada

IP address: 23.227.38.32

Nameservers: ns53.domaincontrol.com, ns54.domaincontrol.com

Privacy  - Terms

Response codes

Hosting provider details
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Total images analyzed: 0

Total images weight: 0 Bytes

Potential savings: %

Sort by

Load Order

Filter Rising Legend

DNS SSL Wait Connect Receive

FILE SIZE

 https://jolyn.com/ 45.5 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 53.7 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 7.95 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 126 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/com… 70 Bytes

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 33.1 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 1.18 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/shopify/assets/th… 3.04 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 2.38 KB

 https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Montserrat:it… 656 Bytes

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0671/1909/t/37/assets… 5.88 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/shopify/assets/th… 1.77 KB

 https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-modal/0.9.… 1.5 KB

 https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-modal/0.9.… 1.37 KB

 https://hello.myfonts.net/count/3afa37 12.2 KB

 https://a.nel.cloudflare.com/report/v3?s=KFXme%2F8M… 0 Bytes

 https://a.nel.cloudflare.com/report/v3?s=KFXme%2F8M… 0 Bytes

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 1.33 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 2.1 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/asset… 81.7 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/shopify/assets/st… 3.09 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/boomerang/shop… 18.4 KB

 https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/shopify/assets/st… 12.8 KB

0.0s 1.0s 2.0s 3.0s 4.0s 5.0s 6.0s 7.0s 8.0s 9.0s 10.0s 11.0s 12.0s 13.0s 14.0s 15.0s
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Image compression test

Waterfall view

https://jolyn.com/
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/assets/theme.scss.css?v=171604650120073756651669229612
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/assets/lazysizes.js?v=68441465964607740661592443386
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/assets/vendor.js?v=75862201411557067141622823105
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/compiled_assets/styles.css?232696
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/assets/main.css?v=166301002142515632101668711268
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/assets/cb_addon.css?v=16308373607564240061647822517
https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/shopify/assets/themes_support/option_selection-9f517843f664ad329c689020fb1e45d03cac979f64b9eb1651ea32858b0ff452.js
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0703/0099/t/101/assets/jquery.countdown.min.js?v=95972761284036485671592443382
https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Montserrat:ital,wght@0,400;0,600;0,700;1,400;1,600&display=swap
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0671/1909/t/37/assets/font-awesome.min.css?4439771517028783813
https://cdn.shopify.com/shopifycloud/shopify/assets/themes_support/api.jquery-e94e010e92e659b566dbc436fdfe5242764380e00398907a14955ba301a4749f.js
https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-modal/0.9.1/jquery.modal.min.css
https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/jquery-modal/0.9.1/jquery.modal.min.js
https://hello.myfonts.net/count/3afa37
https://a.nel.cloudflare.com/report/v3?s=KFXme%2F8MBqz%2BemRK8IuvDmHaCnXMsvlhcpx%2FbTUff6vfeX8%2B2Kf3rLt1N0S93HGwvmXhXCf3lshJ%2Bks4SgX%2FbcD0tU1OrlK%2FDYyH1U%2BXa7b0dV3OhXCv16TlevnLNwXGRCcp
https://a.nel.cloudflare.com/report/v3?s=KFXme%2F8MBqz%2BemRK8IuvDmHaCnXMsvlhcpx%2FbTUff6vfeX8%2B2Kf3rLt1N0S93HGwvmXhXCf3lshJ%2Bks4SgX%2FbcD0tU1OrlK%2FDYyH1U%2BXa7b0dV3OhXCv16TlevnLNwXGRCcp
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https://static.hotjar.com/c/hotjar-1655316.js?sv=7
https://jolyn.com/.well-known/shopify/monorail/v1/produce
https://app.posthog.com/s/?compression=gzip-js&ip=1&_=1669242038055&ver=1.36.0
https://productreviews.shopifycdn.com/assets/v4/spr-07102fd76ff4bc22a3e0c32f0cca9ee51c77c34bbc4bdac79abb48f698de10dd.css
https://productreviews.shopifycdn.com/assets/v4/spr-0e683603bfa450170bff33e7fbad64e7dfe9585e1caeb951bbe283e5a2306523.js
https://widget.privy.com/assets/widget.js
https://www.recommendifyapp.com/embed/panels/jolyn-clothing-company-usa.myshopify.com/?page=home&callback=JSONPCallback_0
https://i.salecycle.com/impression?msgId=d2116f43-f893-4cca-8b26-1929be5b9e76
http://crt.sectigo.com/SectigoRSADomainValidationSecureServerCA.crt
https://35.160.46.251/is
https://ut.rd.linksynergy.com/jsp?cn=rmuid&ro=0&cb=___rmuid
https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.1/jquery.min.js
https://s3.amazonaws.com/refersion_client/43515/tracking/pub_06e42b6d75091e18b0e3.js?shop=jolyn-clothing-company-usa.myshopify.com
https://sc-static.net/js-sha256-v1.min.js
https://cdn-swell-assets.yotpo.com/app.v1.0.365.js
https://static-tracking.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/fender_analytics.42a910303762129b987c.js?cb=1
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/terms/


FILE SIZE

 https://static-tracking.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/static.2a7d6… 5.12 KB

 https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/runtime.a8ef631c8b… 7.86 KB

 https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/vendors~signup_for… 12.1 KB

 https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/sharedUtils.b9e0df3… 13.5 KB

 https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/signup_forms.d612f5… 11.4 KB

 https://s.adroll.com/j/7TZQTW2YQFFNNJQYNADTAL/ro… 21.7 KB

 https://cdn.rebuyengine.com/onsite/js/global.16692390… 83.5 KB

 https://cdn.rebuyengine.com/onsite/css/global.min.166… 196 KB

 https://www.google.com/pagead/1p-user-list/87542622… 42 Bytes

 https://script.hotjar.com/modules.142ca8ad0099c834b7… 67 KB

 https://app.posthog.com/s/?compression=gzip-js&ip=1… 13 Bytes

 https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Roboto 511 Bytes

 https://vars.hotjar.com/box-5e66f98b4ee957db209dc6f… 1.01 KB

 https://bat.bing.com/p/action/25073048.js 0 Bytes

 https://bat.bing.com/action/0?ti=25073048&tm=gtm00… 0 Bytes

 https://qoe-1.yottaa.net/log-nt/event 3 Bytes

 https://www.cloudflare.com/cdn-cgi/trace 268 Bytes

 https://www.emotiveapp.co/subscriber_engine/api/v1/p… 0 Bytes

0.0s 1.0s 2.0s 3.0s 4.0s 5.0s 6.0s 7.0s 8.0s 9.0s 10.0s 11.0s 12.0s 13.0s 14.0s 15.0s

Content size by content type

CONTENT TYPE PERCENT SIZE

  Script 54.9% 1.97 MB

  Image 17.6% 647 KB

  CSS 9.45% 347 KB

  XHR 8.89% 327 KB

  Font 7.54% 277 KB

  HTML 1.62% 59.9 KB

  Redirect 0.0% 0 Bytes

Total 100.00% 3.59 MB

Requests by content type

CONTENT TYPE PERCENT REQUESTS

  Script 38.39% 81

  XHR 25.12% 53

  Image 18.48% 39

  CSS 7.58% 16

  HTML 5.69% 12

  Font 3.32% 7

  Redirect 1.42% 3

Total 100.00% 211

Content size by domain

CONTENT TYPE PERCENT SIZE

Requests by domain

CONTENT TYPE PERCENT REQUESTS

Privacy  - Terms

https://static-tracking.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/static.2a7d6da79b4746dd65dc.js?cb=1
https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/runtime.a8ef631c8b8460d3e957.js?cb=1
https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/vendors~signup_forms.00b04f3c478766c4bc48.js?cb=1
https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/sharedUtils.b9e0df35334cc1e651b6.js?cb=1
https://static.klaviyo.com/onsite/js/signup_forms.d612f536549ef65da525.js?cb=1
https://s.adroll.com/j/7TZQTW2YQFFNNJQYNADTAL/roundtrip.js
https://cdn.rebuyengine.com/onsite/js/global.1669239041.js
https://cdn.rebuyengine.com/onsite/css/global.min.1669239041.css
https://www.google.com/pagead/1p-user-list/875426221/?random=1669242036967&cv=11&fst=1669240800000&bg=ffffff&guid=ON&async=1&gtm=2wgb90&u_w=1920&u_h=1200&frm=0&url=https%3A%2F%2Fjolyn.com%2F&tiba=Women%27s%20Swimsuits%20%7C%20Athletic%20Swimwear%3A%20Bikinis%20%26%20One%20Piece%20Swimsuits%20%E2%80%93%20JOLYN&data=ecomm_pagetype%3Dhome&fmt=3&is_vtc=1&random=784442104&rmt_tld=0&ipr=y
https://script.hotjar.com/modules.142ca8ad0099c834b74b.js
https://app.posthog.com/s/?compression=gzip-js&ip=1&_=1669242043570&ver=1.36.0
https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Roboto
https://vars.hotjar.com/box-5e66f98b4ee957db209dc6f63e3d59dd.html
https://bat.bing.com/p/action/25073048.js
https://bat.bing.com/action/0?ti=25073048&tm=gtm002&Ver=2&mid=73648981-0c81-429f-92a7-2d7ecede37ae&sid=135886206b7d11ed807e89af8b1e349b&vid=135aa9e06b7d11eda20baf918d42ea38&vids=1&msclkid=N&pi=1200101525&lg=en-US&sw=1920&sh=1200&sc=24&tl=Women%27s%20Swimsuits%20%7C%20Athletic%20Swimwear%3A%20Bikinis%20%26%20One%20Piece%20Swimsuits%20%E2%80%93%20JOLYN&p=https%3A%2F%2Fjolyn.com%2F&r=&lt=37276&evt=pageLoad&sv=1&rn=209594
https://qoe-1.yottaa.net/log-nt/event
https://www.cloudflare.com/cdn-cgi/trace
https://www.emotiveapp.co/subscriber_engine/api/v1/popups/?brand_id=15406
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/terms/


CONTENT TYPE PERCENT SIZE

shopify.com 31.64% 1.14 MB

yotpo.com 17.65% 649 KB

rebuyengine.com 7.63% 281 KB

googletagmanager.com 4.78% 176 KB

acsbapp.com 4.5% 166 KB

facebook.net 3.01% 111 KB

privy.com 2.66% 97.8 KB

cloudfront.net 2.52% 92.5 KB

rise-ai.com 2.48% 91.3 KB

omegacommerce.com 2.44% 89.7 KB

tiktok.com 2.13% 78.5 KB

hotjar.com 1.92% 70.8 KB

afterpay.com 1.89% 69.4 KB

googleapis.com 1.74% 63.8 KB

klaviyo.com 1.7% 62.4 KB

jolyn.com 1.52% 54.4 KB

posthog.com 1.26% 46.5 KB

sc-static.net 0.85% 31.4 KB

gstatic.com 0.82% 30.2 KB

backinstock.org 0.71% 26.2 KB

recommendifyapp.com 0.64% 23.6 KB

emotivecdn.io 0.62% 22.8 KB

adroll.com 0.61% 22.4 KB

pinimg.com 0.58% 21.4 KB

google-analytics.com 0.53% 19.6 KB

rakuten.com 0.42% 15.6 KB

spicegems.com 0.37% 13.5 KB

myfonts.net 0.33% 12.2 KB

spicegems.org 0.32% 11.8 KB

shopifycdn.com 0.3% 11.2 KB

bing.com 0.3% 11.2 KB

yottaa.com 0.21% 7.91 KB

CONTENT TYPE PERCENT REQUESTS

shopify.com 24.64% 52

yotpo.com 8.06% 17

tiktok.com 6.64% 14

jolyn.com 4.79% 10

posthog.com 4.27% 9

klaviyo.com 3.79% 8

snapchat.com 2.84% 6

google-analytics.com 2.37% 5

cloudfront.net 2.37% 5

cloudflare.com 2.37% 5

pinterest.com 2.37% 5

googleapis.com 1.9% 4

acsbapp.com 1.9% 4

rebuyengine.com 1.42% 3

doubleclick.net 1.42% 3

shopifycdn.com 1.42% 3

sc-static.net 1.42% 3

salecycle.com 1.42% 3

hotjar.com 1.42% 3

google.com 1.42% 3

bing.com 1.42% 3

googletagmanager.com 0.95% 2

recommendifyapp.com 0.95% 2

getelevar.com 0.95% 2

facebook.net 0.95% 2

facebook.com 0.95% 2

afterpay.com 0.95% 2

rise-ai.com 0.95% 2

pinimg.com 0.95% 2

appmate.io 0.95% 2

adroll.com 0.95% 2

tapad.com 0.95% 2

Privacy  - Terms

https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/terms/


CONTENT TYPE PERCENT SIZE

getelevar.com 0.2% 7.43 KB

salecycle.com 0.15% 5.33 KB

steelhousemedia.com 0.14% 5.1 KB

snapchat.com 0.12% 4.54 KB

refersion.com 0.09% 3.22 KB

cloudflare.com 0.09% 3.13 KB

appspot.com 0.04% 1.65 KB

sectigo.com 0.04% 1.52 KB

pinterest.com 0.03% 1.12 KB

doubleclick.net 0.02% 921 Bytes

amazonaws.com 0.0% 159 Bytes

linksynergy.com 0.0% 148 Bytes

google.com 0.0% 126 Bytes

46.251 0.0% 32 Bytes

appmate.io 0.0% 26 Bytes

yottaa.net 0.0% 3 Bytes

emotiveapp.co 0.0% 0 Bytes

facebook.com 0.0% 0 Bytes

blackcrow.ai 0.0% 0 Bytes

tapad.com 0.0% 0 Bytes

Total 100.00% 3.59 MB

CONTENT TYPE PERCENT REQUESTS

privy.com 0.95% 2

steelhousemedia.com 0.47% 1

omegacommerce.com 0.47% 1

linksynergy.com 0.47% 1

backinstock.org 0.47% 1

spicegems.org 0.47% 1

spicegems.com 0.47% 1

refersion.com 0.47% 1

emotivecdn.io 0.47% 1

emotiveapp.co 0.47% 1

amazonaws.com 0.47% 1

blackcrow.ai 0.47% 1

sectigo.com 0.47% 1

rakuten.com 0.47% 1

myfonts.net 0.47% 1

gstatic.com 0.47% 1

appspot.com 0.47% 1

yottaa.net 0.47% 1

yottaa.com 0.47% 1

46.251 0.47% 1

Total 100.00% 211

https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/terms/

